
Good People

There are opportunities that drop in your lap and you say oh my God what is that? 
Walk down an uneasy street and turn a lonely knob and the world changes. It looks like it 
is worth a lot, but do I need it now or deserve it. Is it hard to turn away from a bargain, the
Price is Always Right? Is it the hunger for an answer that does not come from our pile that 
keeps our attention riveted to the easy East? Do I even understand the long and the short of
the cutting edge or have a chance to grasp the whole, the strop, and the point? Ice-cream 
headaches are a hard swallow, but usually accompanied by a nice melty taste.

I like holy people I don't care what kind of holy they are there is a good chance that 
they are nice. Sometimes the fundaMental ones can be a persistent pain, but mostly 
everyone gets the outstanding principal of love, forgiveness and kindness a promise of a 
better day. That is Ok by me; I like to snuggle rather than struggle. I love happy endings.

The Tibetans moved into my area in a wave of immigration late in the 70's. I liked 
the Tibetans I had met in the past I don't know whether that is because of the movie Lost 
Horizon(Shangri-La) or the smiling Dali Lama and his clock collection. As I think back on 
it, I think it had more to do with a place to hang my wishful thinking, that the world is 
essentially good and kind.

During my travels through the States I had met the Buddhists of many different 
stripes. Rinpoche Trungpa was the most entrancing of the lot. He would take his serious 
disciples into the mountains of Colorado to teach them how to shoot pistols. He was a 
constant joker. I had heard from the Pueblo Indians that he would get drunk with them 
and was a great partier. In Colorado he would sneak into the rooms of visiting holy men 
and cut their top knots off while they slept. His behaviour seems bizarre, but his intention 
was to "Cut through Spiritual Materialism" the title of his famous book.

I had met the local Tibetan spiritual leader through a friend and liked him right 
away, too. I attended the puja or Sunday morning meditation and sought help from the 
Rinpoche through Chinese herbal treatments. Their Christmas parties were a very warm 
event. If you had any talent this was the time to share on an open stage. The first party I 
was told not to bring gifts. Much to my surprise I received twenty little simple gifts from 
the partiers. They explained that the next Christmas I could bring a lot of little simple gifts.
Even though the gifts often were under one dollar the shear accumulation of little gifts 
netted unexpected gems those absolutely silly things you find it easy to pass by in your 
sensible day.

Being new comers to the community left them vulnerable to criticism and ridicule 
from the old-time locals. Country life is full of many pains not seen by the urban dreamers. 
For the old time original locals the pain was seeing so many of the young people move to 
the cities that their youth was lost as if spirited away by the Pied Piper. Some welcomed in 
the newly arrived urban escapist as if they were the returned children, others just could not
get over the betrayal, and for them there was just distrust and suspicion. When you wear 
your robes to town you become the men in dresses. They sometimes asked how to approach 
situations and I was able to fill them in on local expectations. Out of their sight I defended 
and explained. It was nice to have people in the community who were weirder than me.

This level of trust garnered me an invitation to an empowerment. Although I was 
not a devoted Buddhist anything that helped me untangle my mysteries was welcome. 
Penor Rinpoche was the head of the Black Hat sect. A friend later told me that this quarter 



of the Tibetan pie are the magicians of the religion. We put people up in our house and 
guesthouse and ferried them back and forth.

Penor was to speak for seven days and we were to gather every afternoon to hear 
him read for four to five hours a day. He read from holy text which was then translated. I 
understood no Tibetan and made little sense of the English translation. As I have said I like 
holy people no matter who they are or what they believe and in a holy place they were 
guaranteed to be on their best behaviour. Just being there with all that intent was 
comforting and inspiring in and of itself.
These documents were almost never shared and if they were shared they were read in small
doses. A monk might meditate for years and prove himself through various feats of 
devotion. After all that time he might be read part of a page. The Tibetan leaders felt that 
the world needed help and guidance as we traveled through our uncertain future. In North 
America and Europe they felt that the time was critical to disseminate as much as they 
could in hopes that it would in some way stick or inspire. They hoped it would act as 
beacon to the unborn who could come forward to help or be reunited with the path. They 
decided to just give the whole enchilada and hope that it would do good.

It was hard sometimes to know that I didn't know. Words and gentle behaviour can 
only carry you so far, a nose gay to swallow up the earthy vapours. Counting the tangential 
glances off the head of a pin left the answer just beyond my fingers. On the fourth day I 
was swimming in my ignorance of how ignorant of ignorance I was. As if sensing my 
feelings Penor instead of pausing to give the translator a chance to speak leaned over the 
podium and waved the translator to stop. He looked intently at the whole crowd and in his 
guttural accent admonished the crowd with the instruction. "You Just Have To Be, Good 
People." He then erupted in a roar of laughter at his act that only a man who has 
completely embraced his funny bone can do. The simplicity of the gesture washed over us 
in a gale of laughter that brought us to the same sandy shore. We looked out at the same 
beach, the same mad sunset, the same easy choice on the menu.
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